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Cheddar's Jill Wagner reports on the explosion of food-allergy friendly and vegan food options, like Abe's Vegan Muffins factory in West Nyack, N.Y., that are saving kids and their parents from safety ...
Food Allergy-Friendly and Vegan Options for Kids Explode: Tales of an Allergy Mom
Vegan TikToker Eva Friedl (known as @vegaliciouslyeva) has shared how to transform fruit into vegan sashimi – with just five ingredients. Eva shows how watermelon can have the same likeness and ...
How to turn watermelon into vegan sashimi
A registered dietitian gives tips on what to eat after a workout, including several post-workout meals for vegans.
Here’s Exactly What You Should Eat After You Exercise If You’re Vegan, According to a Dietitian
We didn’t even sell any of the halloumi burgers that were prepped. There just wasn’t the appetite.” Today, even those of us who aren’t veggie or vegan are better acquainted with meat-free food, and ...
National Burger Day: Why more vegan burgers will be sold in 2021 than ever before
The chef and owner of Souley Vegan will expand to offer more upscale food and cocktails at The Back Porch, a largely outdoor space behind the soul food, plant-based restaurant’s Oakland location.
Souley Vegan to open new Cajun bar and restaurant behind Oakland location
When it comes to shifting away from factory farming, every little bit helps: “The first step is to get people to stop thinking about vegan-omnivore as a binary.” By Talib Visram3 minute Read ...
This documentary wants to convince you to be a vegan … some of the time
Ice cream makers who have tried their hand at vegan flavors know there are many ways for it to go wrong. A scoop of plant-based ice cream can crumble like sediment. A tub of it can ice over like a ...
These D.C. shops show how delicious vegan ice cream can be
Huff and Puff BBQ opened in Center City with the bold claim of making the best barbecue in Philadelphia. You can get slow-smoked brisket, St, Louis Ribs and Lexington smoked pork. Rick's Backyard BBQ ...
Huff and Puff BBQ is serving up vegan options like Smoked Watermelon
When I set out to find the best donut shop in every county, I didn’t expect to find so many places offering vegan donuts. Surely, I thought, some egg, butter or cream would be needed to create various ...
12 places to find vegan donuts in New Jersey
Artisan bakers Mike Sweetman and Natalie Stringer, formerly of Timberhill Bakery in Norwich, have launched a vegan micro bakery, ...
The 'ultimate vegan bun' - made in Norwich
Chris Hemsworth normally builds muscle by eating meat, but found a vegan diet of beans, quinoa and legumes gave him enough protein to maintain muscle.
Chris Hemsworth went vegan while filming 'Avengers: Endgame' - here's how he kept his muscle gains, according to his trainer
This "vegan lox" alternative somehow comes from ... carrots? The post TikTok swears ‘vegan lox’ tastes like the real thing — we’ll decide if that’s true appeared first on In The Know.
TikTok swears ‘vegan lox’ tastes like the real thing — we’ll decide if that’s true
Yumy Bear brings low-sugar vegan gummies to grocery store aisles everywhere and promises to be the next big thing in candy.
Yumy Bear vegan gummies promise to be the next big thing in candy
There are various reasons people opt for a vegan diet. Some do it for religious reasons, others for not wanting to harm animals. The reason behind opting for this diet is subjective, but whatever the ...
How To Combat Nutritional Deficiencies On Vegan Diet
I went full vegan this year and the changes were immediate. My skin became clearer, my body felt lighter after a meal, and I had more energy than ever. What I did not anticipate was that my dating ...
Dating (And Kissing) A Meat-Eater As A Vegan Used To Be A Nightmare. Then I Changed My Perspective.
Mix together the tofu and the kimchi. Season with kosher salt and freshly cracked black pepper. Fill each of the wonton wrappers with 1 teaspoon of filling in the center. Brush the sides of the ...
Learn how to make homemade vegan dumplings with Executive Chef, Matthew Jordan
Felicity Cloake’s perfect vegan coconut ice-cream. Photograph: Dan Matthews/The Guardian. Food styling: Loic Parisot. The secret to an authentic taste and mouth-feel is fat, so what’s the best ...
How to make the perfect vegan coconut ice-cream – recipe
Vegan bacon has been all over TikTok for months, and there's one woman you can thank for that: Chef Tabitha Brown. Brown shared a video on how to make vegan bacon, and it exploded online — one ...
'Anything can be baconized': Here's exactly how to make that vegan bacon that's all over TikTok
Reading can enjoy free vegan burgers on Tuesday, July 20, when a food van comes to the streets as part of a campaign for more people to try out plant-based options. The van is run by the UK's ...
People in Reading to be handed free vegan burgers to encourage people to 'give it a go'
Women’s Wear Daily has learned that the menu for the star-studded event will be entirely vegan after Anna Wintour tapped the services of the world’s biggest plant-based culinary chefs.
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